In the article the influence of Russian literary criticism on writings of Mikhail Naimy, the world renowned figure in modern Arabic literature, is studied. Together other ArabAmerican men of letters he founded the Pen Association, a literary league in New York that lifted Arabic literature from the quagmire of stagnation, imitation and old classicism. They also promoted the new generation of Arab writers and made it an active force in Arab nationalism. In this article the author touches upon the only one aspect of Naimy's multifaceted literary efforts, his literary criticism. The article is focused on the key role of the Russian influence in its development. We would claim that along with Arabic influence the American and Western Europe literary traditions played a secondary role in Naimy's development. Only the Russian school had produced a developed theory of criticism and an understanding of literature that positioned the critic, along with the writer, as a social reformer, and viewed criticism along with writing as a social labor. It was Russian literature that had the most important impact on Naimy. This influence has still only been studied superficially aside from some Soviet era analyses. The article makes a much-needed contribution to this blank spot, since the Russian authors contributed greatly to the foundation of the modern Arabic literature. It also sheds light on global literary processes, as Naimy was able to synthesize Russian, European and American literary and critical traditions into his native Arabic heritage. The study has significant methodological value, as it will identify the typology and significance of cultural contacts, based on the example of influence mentioned above. It will also contribute to an important topic of the renewed interest in the academy -Russian influences and impacts in the Middle East and in Arabic culture and literature.
Introduction
It was in the middle of the 1920s that Ignatiı̄ Yፅ ulianovich Krachkovskiī (1883 Krachkovskiī ( -1951 , founder of the Soviet school of Arabic studies, discovered a young Lebanese writer by the name of Mikhail Naimy. Krachkovskiī was in the process of putting together an anthology of Arabic literature that he was editing. As he was making his way through the material, he came upon a critical article by the young Naimy that impressed him. Krachkovskiī knew nothing about the writer outside of the fact that he was living in the U. S. at the time. What he saw in this article, however, struck him by its resemblance to Russian critical thinking, particularly that of the nineteenth-century critic Vissarion Grigor'evich Belinskiī (1811 Belinskiī ( -1848 . Almost thirty years later Krachkovskiī would write:
I was afraid to succumb to my first impressions, but some sounds of Russian critical thoughts that were little familiar to Arabic literature of the time, seemed to echo from this article. This impression was strengthened by the collection of… [Naimy's] articles [that] were edited under the significant title, The Sieve... In his works, especially in his critical essays, I felt the traces of Russian literary influence, especially that of Belinskiī's critical school [58, p. 56 ].
Krachkovskiī's profound knowledge of Arabic and Russian literature as well as his sensitivity as a reader enabled him to recognize Naimy's talent, and he set to work publishing his critical articles as examples of the new trends in Arabic literature.
How it was that a young Lebanese writer schooled in Russian Orthodoxy in his home country should come to be so influenced by Russia's chief social critic of the nineteenth century?
It was, to be sure, an unlikely literary relationship, one that might have seemed counterintuitive given the state of Russian literary life when Naimy first arrived in Russia in 1905. The Golden Age of Russian literature was waning, yet the great philosophical novels of Tolstoī and Dostoevskiī still remained the benchmark of greatness. The early twentieth century witnessed the shorter forms of writers such as Chekhov who turned his attentions to the subtly realized details of the everyday. Realism was ceding its place to symbolism, while the world of tsarist autocracy was slowly coming unraveled through its own lack of engagement with the life and needs of Russia's people. Politically Russia was poised between the abortive 1905 Revolution, and the one that would change it irrevocably in 1917. This is the world that Naimy entered.
The influence that Belinskiī would have on the young Lebanese writer was closely tied to the effect that Russia -its culture and its literary life and its social conditions -had on him.
This article examines only one aspect of Niamey's numerous and multifaceted writings, which is his literary criticism that largely developed under the influence of Vissarion Belinskiī, the outstanding Russian critic and journalist. Naimy's al-Ghirbāl (The Sieve, 1923), the one of the first Arabic collections of critical essays in literature, was called by Roger Allen, Professor of Arabic and Comparative Literature at the University of Pennsylvania and one of the leading figures in Arabic studies, "the pioneering work of criticism published in the '20s" [1, p. 225]. Naimy not only criticized the situation of Arabic literature by that time, but also drew up specific solutions for transforming it into the one that would meet the needs of modern society.
It is not surprising that Naimy together with several Arab men of letters made radical changes to Arabic literature under the influence of foreign literatures, as they incororporated into it the world best achievements in this area and followed modern world literary currents and art directions. Thus they converted the stagnant genres, topics and language of the traditional Arabic literature into modern ones that met the needs of both society and readers in the twentieth century.
The Scottish professor Hamilton Alexander Rosskeen Gibb, whose studies are concentrated on Middle Eastern history and culture, noted [43] that "contemporary Arabic literature in the strict sense" came from two sources. They were the new generation of Egyptian men of letters who created their revolutionary works and the al-Mahjarī 1 modernists, particulary represented by the Pen Association in the U. S. A., where Naimy used to live in 1916-1932 and productively working.
In its brief outline of its literary program, the Pen Association specified its role, noting that it must bring "the new spirit [into the Arabic culture], which is aimed at stepping out from stagnation and traditionalism towards innovation…through literary works, as well as bringing freedom to the worldview of [men of letters]… This is today's hope and tomorrow's direction" [47, p. 86] . Thus, it not only helped to further modern Arabic literature, but also influenced other literary schools and built an information conduit to facilitate the exchange of cultural, spiritual and moral values between Eastern and Western literatures.
The Pen Association's representatives were living far from their Motherland and very often did not receive a traditional Arabic education. They were exposed to world literature while remaining in the Arabic diaspora. Furthermore, their literary works absorbed the Eastern and the Western literary traditions and enabled them to work out an inimitable style that played a significant role in the foundation of modern Lebanese literature.
The emergence of al-Mohair literature is similar to that of the non-Egyptian descendants 2 . The future Arab-American men of letters usually began their education in missionary schools in the Levant where they learned Arabic, thereby linking themselves to the Christian and Islamic religious traditions. They "thus liberated [themselves] from its traditional grip," old-fashioned canons and were able to express themselves much more freely (Hafiz 170, 171). Emigration to other countries, naturally, provoked their crisis of identity that was deepened by both their failure to blend into the culture of the host country and their failure to resist it. The former life realities of the Arab men of letters were perceived by them differently while in distant America. From another side, they tried not to lose their authentic self as a psychological defense against losing their sense of identity.
The overwhelming majority of Naimy's peers from the Pen Association drew their inspiration from American and Western European sources, but Naimy's case was different. His heightened role in the formation of modern Arabic literature consisted of his ability to perceive and transform Russian literary tendencies and organically synthesize them with his national artistic traditions.
Not any source about Naimy that we have studied gives a clear reply to the question about why Naimy, who had a passion for literature in general, loved Arabic language and mastered his writings to a high degree even at the early age, was the one of the best students both at the high school and at Nazareth teacher's college (NTC), was a real Arabic patriot, and expressed a deep and constant curiosity for the Arabic history and culture, was at the same time so much ignorant about his native literature.
We can assume that the favorable Russian cultural environment that Naimy first encountered at the Russian school in his native village and in the NTC deeply influenced him and trigged his interest to the Russian culture. Both were founded by the Russian Imperial Orthodox Society (RIOS), which followed the best pedagogical and ethical principles.
Several other reasons may account for Naimy's love for Russian literature and his preference for it over Western one. First of all, he suffered tremendously over the eternal questions of good and evil, militant and aggressive clericalism, Orthodox religious theories, and social injustice. The young Lebanese writer was able to find answers in Russian literature to his questions and his philosophical reflections that absorbed him as it was heavily engaged as it was with philosophical and religious questions, proved to be both fertile and familiar ground for Naimy and thus provided him with fewer cultural and ethical barriers than non-Christian writers would have encountered.
This was hardly surprising, as Russian literature has always been characterized by its focus on moral and ethical questions over form, meanwhile in American and European literature esthetics and forms have mostly dominated over the ethical message of literature [65] .
That is why Russian realism, and especially Russian critical realism, turned out to be not just the source of Naimy's inspiration, but formed the kernel of his world view. That perception changed with the years, but the impact of Russian literature and culture remained one of the dominant components of Naimy's world outlook.
2 Egyptian literature and journalism at the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were characterized by a high number of men of letters of Levantine descent, who were "as steeped in Egyptian literature as they... [were] in their own" [67, p. 258] .
And it also was, certainly, Niamy's education at Poltava 3 where he arrived at the age of 16 to continue his education. Naimy spent there five long years during which he was shocked not only by the cultural differences, but by the dramatic Russian social upheavals, as his stay there in 1906-1911 took place during a period between two revolutions (of 1905 and 1917) . Due to this situation many political, social and cultural issues penetrated his mind more deeply and helped him perceive Russian literature not from the vantage point of a curious onlooker or researcher, but as someone who was a part of the Russian society that was immersed in deep crisis.
There was yet another reason for Naimy's love for Russia. His Poltavan period was considered by him to be the one of the happiest in his life, as it not only presented a contrast to his childhood in a traditional Lebanese village family, but was also radically different from his life in America where he spent twenty years after living in Russia. With the exception of his participation in the Pen Association, he seemed never to be happy in the U. S. A., where he lived throughout the Great Depression. Naturally, he kept thinking back to Russia, where he had felt more comfort and happiness. Up until his last days he felt love and sympathy for the Russian people and gave much credit to what Soviet society achieved, as he had witnessed the common Russian people's sufferings in their pre-revolutionary country.
Naimy did not limit himself to his admiration for Russian literature and his passion for it. He was constantly comparing his native literature to that of Russia. At the end of the nineteenth century, Arabic literature bore mainly a journalistic character, touching mostly upon socio-political topics, or copying the old Arabic literature masterpieces.
Naimy wanted to bring to his native literature the best achievements from other cultures that could induce radical and positive changes in Arabic literature. He made a unique attempt to solve several pressing problems in what he perceived as the stagnation of Arabic literature by applying the tenets of Russian critical realism 4 . His revolutionary critical works were written under the influence of Russian writers who advocated for the special mission of writers and literary critics as enlighteners of their people. Thus, Naimy set new tasks and goals for modern Arabic literary critics, writers and poets.
Problem Statement
Naimy's vast creative writings have been thoroughly studied. Many researchers devoted their works to his passionate literary criticism, but they have mostly focused on the influence of American and Western European writers. Meanwhile, the study of the Russian influence on Naimy's long creative career has been neglected despite its decisive impact on his works. 3 Poltava is located today in the territory of Ukraine, but then this area was a part of Russia and the Russian Empire. 4 Critical realism is a literary movement that emerged between the 1820s and 1830s in European literature. Many prominent Western European writers, such as Stendhal (Marie-Henri Beyle) and Honorè de Balzac in France, Charles Dickens and William Makepeace Thackeray in England as well as Russian wrtiers, such as Aleksander Pushkin, Nikolaī Gogol, Ivan Turgenev, Fedor Dostoevskiī, Lev Tolstoī, and Anton Chekhov applied it in their works.
Critical realism portrayed a relationship between people and their environment in a new way, whereby human nature is revealed in organic connection with social circumstances. Russian critical realism was developed before the October revolution (1917), after which it helped spawn socialist realism.
Critical realism was not limited to exposing the ugly side of life. It promulgated its positive sides, such as high moral and social ideals and values, by extolling the virtues of the hard-working and morally beautiful Russian peasantry as well as the aspirations of the Russian intelligentsia to help the peasantry (Gorkin).
At the same time, in undertaking such a study, it is necessary to take into account Naimy's sojourn in different countries at a time of radical changes in the world, his perfect knowledge of several languages that he was actively using for writing and reading literature in the original, and his hard but interesting and unusual job experiences that allowed him to meet different people from various social classes. All of these factors influenced his personality and impacted his literary works. They emerged as the result of the synthesis of different cultural traditions that enriched them by making them more complex and diverse. That is why it is important to deconstruct this conglomerate of influences and to study each of them separately and in combination with each other.
The current paper briefly touches on just one aspect of Naimy's works, that is his literary criticism. Because of the space limit, we briefly analyze only one, though for a while the most important source of influence on him, that is Belinskiī's literary criticism.
Naimy's attraction to him was due to the fact that Babinski, together with the other Russian writers of whom Naimy was fond of (Leo Tolstoī, Fèdor Dostoevskiī, 'Anton Chekhov, Ivan Nikitin, between numerous others), responded to very specific nineteenth-century Russian issues ("the accursed questions"), such as the degree to which Russia should follow the West and the role of art as a tool for social change.
Probably, it was Belinskiī's central belief was that literature must have a social purpose, that gained Naimy's attention first. The Lebanese writer was painfully suffering from the stagnation in Arabic literature. At the same time, Naimy, who was an activist and a creator was constantly looking for the solution to tormented him problems that he was facing. Since he was one of the few Arabs who had a chance to travel, study and live abroad, his world view was able to change rapidly with each passing year. Russia and America were home to many kinds of literary and philosophical currents that could offer a solution to the painful topical issues that absorbed him.
In Naimy's eyes, Arabic literature was not comparable to Russian and American literature. Moreover, he was looking for ways to improve his native literature through the works of the best literary critics. The leading Russian literary critic was still Belinskiī.
The very observant Naimy certainly could not miss the fire in Belinskiī's writings and the numerous philosophical and social essays by Tolstoī (and their discussion in the press and among the people themselves) that touched upon problems that were pressing for Naimy.
The other factor that drew the Lebanese writer's attention to the Russian critic, was Belinskiī's nature, which was passionately searching for the truth and could not make compromises in his fight for progress and justice. The Lebanese writer also admired Belinskiī's the love and respect for the common people that he shared.
Literature Review
In spite of the fact that we were able to find about 1000 works that are wholly or partly dedicated to Naimy Perhaps unsurprisingly, Russian scholars are responsible for the most detailed studies of the Russian impact on the Lebanese writer.
As it was mentioned in the beginning of our article, the Russian scholar of Arabic language and literature Ignatiī Krachkovskiī was the first Arabic studies researcher to notice the talent of the then unknown Lebanese novice writer and was also the first researcher to note the Russian influence on Naimy in the early 1930s. He wrote about his first readings of Naimy: "…I could detect some echoes of Russian critical thought" [61, p. 223] .
The Russian researcher highly praised Naimy's The Sieve, as the latter "was not afraid "to "sift through" [even] the most recognized of authorities" [58, p. 56] in modern Arabic literature, so the Russian scholar underscored again that Naimy "definitely felt the influence of Russian literature" [58, p. 57 ].
Naimy's works were naturally given primary attention in the profound studies by Soviet critics of Syro-American writers (Iǚ manquliyeva 6 , Dolinina, Muminov, Bilyk, between several others) because of the strong Russian influence on his works that contributed to the creation of modern Arabic literature.
During the Soviet period, when Belinskiī became something of an ideological trope, several Russian worked comparatively on Belinskiī's principles of critical realism and Naimy's critical articles, and in Naimy's case it became clear that Belinskiī's influence was deeply felt. His ideas had a profound impact on the young Lebanese seminarian. However, during Soviet times access to foreign sources was limited, and even today Russian libraries still do not provide all the necessary research opportunities for researchers. Thus, Soviet scholars were not able to make a comprehensive picture of the work that had been done on Naimy outside of Russia.
That is why we were able to only use the researches of the authors mentioned above as a foundation for the arguments developed in this article.
It is the young Naimy's diary that is the most important source of what was going on in his life and heart during his stay in Russia and in the U. S. A., where his literary and critical works reached their apogee.
In his early diary, it all dazzles with Naimy's spontaneous comments about the Russian writers and literary critics belonging to different epochs and literary currents laid the base of his position as a literary critic (Sab 173-284).
The special role of Belinskiī in Naimy's growth as a critic
In Poltava Naimy fully immersed himself in Russian and Ukrainian life at a critical and formative period of his life. Here Naimy was finally able to make his passion for active involvement in cultural life that he had been seeking in vain for years in his distant motherland a reality. The Russian influence on him was deeper and sharper compared to that of American culture on his colleagues from Pen Association.
Naimy's background -his Orthodox Christian roots and his Russian elementary and middle schools, NTC together with seminary education in Poltava -prepared him for the world he was about to enter. Naimy's personality played no less a role in his interest in Russian literature than the factors mentioned above. As Imanquliyeva [50, p. 14] states, he was very impressionable from early childhood, was inclined to deep analysis, and was constantly seeking to understand the universal laws of harmony and perfection.
It was no wonder that an impressionable young man brought up on the best examples of Russian literature during the formative period of his life fully immersed himself in Russian life on the eve of the radical transformations in Russia.
His critical heritage had already influenced several generations of writers and critics. But it was Belinskiī who pointed the way towards new directions for literary development, who founded the Russian school of Critical realism and who advanced a number of critical principles that became key for other critical schools as well and that have not lost their relevance today. Belinskiī's writings rang with a passion that touched his audience of progressive thinkers profoundly. His aversion to hypocrisy, idolatry and social injustice resonated in Russian literary criticism as Russia struggled with an increasing social divide and poverty on the eve of the emancipation of the serfs in 1861.
Belinskiī's influence on Naimy was profound not only because of Naimy's fascination with Russian literature, but also because of his despair with the state of literary culture in his own land. Belinskiī's works suggested to him the practical ways in which this situation might be rectified. The state of his national literature as he saw it by the time of writing The Sieve, was one of the defining moments that inspired young Naimy to embark on his critical work just as Belinskiī had been inspired by the social and political situation in Russia during his time. Like many young people of his generation, Belinskiī considered himself to be a predtecha (the forerunner of the truth) and was convinced that it was possible to show the correct way of fighting for the solution to the political, social and cultural problems of his day through his writing.
Naimy employed the same tactics in his polemical articles and the same aggressive uncompromising tone as did Belinskiī. Both were convinced that their progressive thoughts and the truth as they perceived it would unite people and inspire them to follow the correct direction in the arts. Naimy and Belinskiī continued through all their writings to believe that the current state of their respective literatures and its literary criticism needed urgently to be improved. And it was the critic who would do this.
Naimy wrote in his letter to the Russian professor Krachkovskiī: You can easily understand why my first literary… [writing] in Arabic carried mostly a critical character. There was hardly any literature that I could criticize when I started writing around 1913. Such literature was just emerging. But there was a lot of the so-called literature that needed to be suppressed… before the seeds of the new literature could put down roots [61, p. 225 ].
The Development of Critical Realism in Russia
This literary current first appeared in the nineteenth century as a reflection of German philosophy's reaction to European idealist philosophy. As a precursor to Marx, critical realism stipulated that people's living conditions and their psychology are conditioned by their social environment. The flowering of this artistic method in the nineteenth century was explained by social tensions, the widening gulf between classes and the economic conditions that created the class conflict that Karl Marx sought ultimately to erase.
Vissarion Belinskiī belonged to the same cohort of so-called revolutionary democrats who were fighting for the abolition of autocracy and serfdom and supported the socialist transformation of the country. Belinskiī was the founder and inspiration behind the school of critical realism, the most powerful literary force in Russia in the mid-1830s, whose aesthetic program he formulated.
To say that Belinskiī… was a very gifted anti-critic would mean nothing. He was in reality, at a very significant moment of a human evolution, a teacher and an educator of a Russian society, not only in art -its value, its purport, its comprehension -but also in politics, social questions, and humanitarian aspirations (Kropotkin 288).
In paying homage to Belinskiī Naimy wrote: …as for Belinskiī, who is undoubtedly the head of the Russian critics… [he] opened to me the hearth of justice, power, goodness, and beauty in the literary activities… [he showed me] the greatness of the writer's role, [in case if a man of letters plays this role] …well towards himself, the surrounding life, and his readers (Ab'ad min Mūskū wā-Wāshinṭūn 73 [50, p. 181]).
Belinskiī himself had his own sources of influence. He cut his teeth by reading the works of the Russian Romantics, and the civil writings of the Decembrists, he also remained under the influence of varying philosophical and social movements such as the Moscow liubomudry 7 [wisdom-lovers], some of the representatives of the Slavophiles 8 and the populists [82, p. 20-22] , the political circle of Moscow University student-democrats, as well as the atmosphere in Russia after the Decembrist uprising, whose aim was the overthrow of autocracy and the reorganization of government structures.
Pushkin and Gogol provided Belinskiī with his second Russian source of inspiration. Through their works he "came to understand that true poetry [was] real; that it must be a poetry of lived reality" (Kropotkin 289). The German idealist philosophers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, especially Hegel, the French Romantic School, the Utopian socialists and British social reformers provided Belinskiī in all probability with food for thought [82, p. 44-46 ].
Belinskiī's merit was not in just taking Western ideas and applying them to Russian realities. He developed these thoughts into advanced political ideas and thus converted his journal of literary criticism into a historic-literature concept that later became a tool in the fight for the revolutionary-democratic ideal. Moreover, his aesthetic system and his literature of practical criticism became "his effort to integrate that literature into the "progressive" political movement among the Russian literary intelligentsia of which he was also a founder" [82, p. 9] . Among Belinskiī's other important achievements were his introductions to basic theoretical concepts, the creation of some of critical realism's terms as well as the creation of an aesthetic program for the realist school in literature. Many Russian writers and critics were brought up on "Belinskiī's school of ideas" [62, p. 142] , and his organic aesthetic theory started to dominate Russian literary criticism and lay the foundations for the school of socialist realism that became the official canon of Soviet art throughout much of the twentieth century.
Naimy as a Founder of Modern Arabic literary Criticism
Belinskiī's impact on Naimy can be especially felt in Naimy's first critical articles included in The Sieve. The title of this collection is quite symbolic, as it reflects the new function of a literary critic as defined by Belinskiī. A critic must be a literary "sieve" and examine what men of letters will write 7 LiԐ ubomudry [Wisdom Lovers] were the members of a secret circle functioning in Russia in 1823-1825. Its members represented different social and political views, from radical to conservative. They studied various works of philosophy, mostly German ones, as well as aesthetic theories and literature. 8 SlaviԐ anofily [Slavophiles]-the religious, literature and philosophical Russian current of the 1840s that put forward the idea of Russia's originality and its special ways of development that were different from Western European ones. using their intuition, taste, aspirations and competence. It is not a writer or a commercial editor who will decide what must be published or not, but the literary critic who will do this.
The Lebanese writer's first contribution to literary criticism started with his article "Fajr al-amal ba‫ۥ‬ ad leyl al-ya‫ۥ‬ s" ("The Dawn of Hope after the Night of Despair", 1913) in Arabic for the literary magazine al-Funūn. It was later included in The Sieve. In this work, Naimy first announced the arrival of "a new literature," welcomed it and provided a brief description of it. He also sharply criticized the stagnation and sterility that in his view still defined Arabic literature.
The Sieve encompassed a period of nine years of his critical writing activity. It contained a preface written by ‫ۥ‬ Abbas Maḥ ͅ moud al-‫ۥ‬ Aqqād 9 , the famous Egyptian writer and critic, whose thoughts on the state of Arabic literature reflected those of Naimy [73, p. 82] . Naimy from his side included his reviews on al-Diwān, the fundamental collection of critical essays by al-‫ۥ‬ Aqqād and ‫ۥ‬ Abd al-Qāder al-Māzinī, and al-‫ۥ‬ Aqqād's collection of critical articles entitled al-Fuṣūl [The Chapters] in The Sieve.
Naimy belonged to the new generation of men of letters and literary critics who found themselves on the threshold of modern Arabic literature that was fed by the Arabic literary heritage 10 and the numerous Western and American literary currents that had arrived along with the expansion of cultural contacts between Europe, America and the Arab world. The role of the critic was key in managing the confluence of literary heritage and global currents.
The young Lebanese writer's two sources of inspiration were the emerging works of Arabic literary critics, particularly al-'Aqqād's theories and his fellows Jibrān's and al-Rīḥ ͅ ānī's thoughts [38, p. 320] expressed in Pen Association's brief literary program. His second source of inspiration that he took pride in was foreign literature [70, p. 128, 129] . Though the young Lebanese writer did not participate in any serious political circles, he remained under the influence of his intensive reading of progressive Western and Russian literature, which only strengthened his response to what he perceived as the stagnation of Arabic literature. Naimy expressed his admiration for foreign literature, comparing it to the Arabic tradition. He felt that that tradition had to be raised (by criticism, not by the writer) to the level of the Western canon.
I do not think that it will be so hard to raise one of the Arabic writers to equality of with Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, Hugo, Zola, Goethe, Heine and Tolstoy. They [the Arab poets] lived and died to sing of the doe of the desert, the scintillating swords, the cantering horses… ("Al-Ghirbāl" 8 [73, p. 84] ).
"Why do we not drink from the springs of our neighborhood, especially if these springs are not forbidden to us?" he asked ("al-Ghirbāl" 126 [38, p. 312 
]).
Naimy's approach to both Western literature and Arabic literature was that of a self-proclaimed connoisseur determined to demonstrate the mastery of these repertoires. Naimy in 1916 was "quite keen" to show his broad knowledge of Western literature to readers [38, p. 325] . Similarly, he claimed in his article "The Fireflies", which is included in The Sieve (365-382), that he had reviewed all the Arabic literature from Jahiliyah's (pre Islamic) times to the modern era. His list of Arabic writers that he included in that article was quite short and "not convincing since it did not provide the reader with any case studies under discussion" [38, p. 309] . His approach to both the Arabic tradition and the currents of American literature was that in their raw form, they expressed cultural strength, but it was the job of active criticism to mold them into literary excellence. That process seemed to foreshadow social progress.
We might justly conclude then based on his early biography that it was the Russian influence that predominated in Naimy's critical works. As described above, his first writings and most of his first, serious readings were in Russian. Hence, it was the major literary and critical heritage to which he was exposed in detail and under whose tutelage he remained particularly at the earlier stages of his literary writings. Many pages of Naimy's early diary written in Poltava dazzle with his spontaneous comments about exclusively Russian writers belonging to different epochs and literary currents.
Our second proof of our position about the predominance of the Russian Critical School in Naimy's works is the latter's deep and painful feeling of the sharp contrast between it and his native culture that was still poor and stagnant in his eyes by the time of writing The Sieve. He was still lacking in knowledge about the Arabic heritage in spite of his attempts to convince his readers and even himself of the opposite.
By the time he wrote The Sieve, Naimy still remained under the impression of Russian philosophical, critical, and social ideas and the literary school to which he had been exposed in depth for several years beginning in middle school. He remembered with anguish and vexation the moment when he moved away from Poltava: When I left Russia, I noticed literary stagnation in the entire Arabic speaking world. It hurt me painfully, it was enough to bring a person to tears who was brought up on [the examples of] Pushkin's, Lermontov's, and Turgenev's writings, on Gogol's "laughter through tears", on Tolstoy's fascinating realism, on Belinskiī's literary ideals, and, finally, on the high humanity of Dostoevskiī, the most powerful, deep, and the most penetrating of all the Russian writers [61, p. 224, 225] .
In his collection of critical articles, Naimy, like Belinskiī, made pronouncements about the old literature and theorized the directions for the development of a new literature. He devoted considerable energy to the criteria according to which the new literature needed to be assessed.
The comparative Analysis of Belinskiī's Writings and The Sieve
Belinskiī's and Naimy's main critical writings touch upon numerous similar topics, bringing up close judgments. Since both of these writers cover different aspects, we will start our literary analysis from focusing first on their similar styles. Both their works are characterized by the same absence of compromise, by polemics and a sharp criticism of stagnant literature. Naimy's rich, eloquent, and versatile language is strikingly similar to the typical manner of Russian Critical Realist writings. Like Belinskiī and his contemporaries, Naimy's style can be difficult, even contradictory, in an attempt to bring forth "the new literature."
He was a great master of style, and whatever he wrote was so full of energy, and at the same time bore so truly the stamp of his most sympathetic personality, that it always produced a deep impression upon his readers. These Kropotikin's (289) characteristics of Belinskiī can be fully applied to Naimy as well, as he managed to transfer into his native Arabic Belinskiī's passion, eloquence, as well as his great desire to make radical changes coupled with the lack of tolerance for popular, mass literature.
Naimy was certainly not only impacted by Belinskiī's style, but first and foremost by the content of his critical works. The Lebanese author set forth four of the most pressing goals for Arabic literature (390-391) in his article "Maqāīīs al-'adab" ("Literary Standards") (387-394) included in The Sieve.
He was even more specific in his goals than was Belinskiī, particularly on the mission of criticism. But Belinskiī's critical articles themselves became a program for the new literary critics' generations.
Three Main Diretions Since the thoughts expressed by Belinskiī and Naimy in their works were so varied, we have identified their three main directions and have placed them in order of importance in Belinskiī's and Naimy's writings. First and foremost in their critical works is an analysis of and a manifesto on the directions in which the "new literature" should develop in order to reform and improve culture and society. Second, both see a special role for the literary critic as a kind of "meta-writer", a guide and advisor for writers engaged not merely in aesthetic work but also in cultural and social reformation. Only then, third, comes the role of the writer who produces the raw material of the cultural and social imagination of the future.
A 'new literature' as conceived by Belinskiī and Naimy had about a dozen specific functions in envisioning and promoting social change. Each function involved moving language, syntax, oeuvre and genre away from classical aesthetic ideals toward human realities and perceived social needs.
A New Literature Must Reflect People's Life The first role of the new literature then was to document existing human realities. Kuleshov pointed out that Belinskiī laid the foundations of a new democratic aesthetic and created a program for Russian critical realism as a new literary movement through his sharp dispute with the reactionary opposition of idealistic aesthetics. He argued that since a human depends on a society and since his social life proceeds in accordance with its historical regularities, it was necessary for writers and poets to provide a critical picture of contemporary Russian reality by pointing out its negative sides. Belinskiī's main principle then was verisimilitude. The Russian critic wrote that it was necessary to understand the artist's way of depicting reality not as an exaggeration, or lie, or a product of a child's imagination, but as a fact based in reality. At the same time that fact need not just be copied from the real world, but rather transformed through the imagination of the poet, illumined by its light of significance. A writer, according to Belinskiī ("Russian Literature in 1842" [13] ), while reflecting the characteristic features of his character's personality and actions, must describe them in such a way that they reflect actual people's lives in a way that shows deep understanding. Belinskiī sharply criticized Russian contemporary novels about morality in his "Fiziologiiፅ a Sankt-Peterburga" ("St-Petersburg Physiology", 1845), attempting to show that modern writers had no knowledge of Russian society, and therefore their writings suggested more a primitive and simplified depiction of Russian life than a realistic picture.
Belinskiī's position was formed under the ideas of French utopian socialism (Gorkin). He was the one of the founders of the so-called Natural School in literature that was fighting for the ideological consciousness of advanced Russian literature [62, p. 142 ] aimed at building a socialist society based on the fraternity and equality that he saw as man's natural aspirations. The Western influence on Belinskiī and through him on Naimy will be discussed farther in this article. Belinskiī arrived at the idea of demolishing the current Russian social foundations. Belinskiī sought a literature that would reflect the realities of Russian life and that could incite people to fight against the inertia of autocracy and serfdom. His ideas became extremely popular among Russian men of letters in the middle of the nineteenth century. To the degree that human conditions and their influence on the mind were a basic principle of critical realism, it is possible to draw a parallel between Naimy's article "al-Riwāyah al-tamthīlīyyah al-‫ۥ‬ arabīyyah" ("The Arabic Drama" [74, p. 359-364]) and Belinskiī's "Vzgliፅ ad na russkuiፅ "u literaturu 1847" ("A View on Russian Literature 1847" [21, p. 642-723]), as was done by Imanquliyeva [50, p. 199] . The Russian critic spoke in "A View…" of the two types of writers: a painter, who cares about forms and who rivals Nature in his ability to create, and a scientist whose ability to think and to analyze prevails over the artistic side of his work, like Herzen (Belinskiī 944 [50, p. 199]). The "new literature" required a scientific as well as an artistic approach.
Naimy's ideas in the article mentioned above were similar to Belinskiī's. Naimy called upon Arab writers to explore the rich material of daily life for new ideas and plots instead of working on perfecting their written forms [69, p. 133]. Naimy understood that during this time of radical cultural changes there were two opposing ideas about the mission of Arabic literature. The disciples of the first idea considered literature a field where they could demonstrate their profound knowledge of Arabic rhetoric, grammar and vocabulary. As for the followers of the opposite camp, they were sure that the literature was "an exhibition of thoughts and emotions, of sensitive souls expressing their interaction with the universe, and of living hearts rendering in prose and poetry what they embody of the pulse of life" [69, p. 134].
Meeting the Needs of the Times One of the most important of Belinskiī's critical principles was that literature needed to reflect modern realities and actively respond to the needs of the times, since those who live during an era of struggle and collision of ideas and opinions, understand their direct connection with art.
Belinskiī insisted that the modern men of letters had to paint a critical picture of contemporary Russian realities, paying particular attention to their negative sides. He saw as invalid the mere imitation of life in its external manifestations, and the slavish copying of random features.
Naimy held a similar position. He sharply criticized formalism and the tendency to distance both reader and critic from modern realities in literature. Imanquliyeva observed that sometimes the Lebanese critic accused all the Arab poets of blindly following the old system and paying too much attention to the theoretical side of arud instead of content. Meanwhile young Naimy randomly picked up some literary work from the old Arabic literary heritage that he knew much less than he thought. As a result, he wrote: "Have you heard of a man whose name was Abū ‫ۥ‬ abd al-Rahmān al-Khalīl ben al-Baṣriī al-Farāhīdiī?.. [He died long ago, but we still emerged into] a host of concepts, such as applications and add-ons, defective and broken words, syllabi and syllabic transitions, omissions and gaps and breaches, reductions and other things (al-ihāf), so 'poetry converted into a job, and a poet into an acrobat'" [74, p. 419] .
The Important Social Role of Arts In Belinskiī's opinion, art was not just a tool for discovering the world's beauty, but first of all it needed to play an important social role. In his work "Rech' o kritike" ("A Speech on Criticism", 1842) he wrote: [ Criticism]… is also a social organ… and it carries pieces of art to people's hearts. This mission is high and glorified. The most powerful forces that are the art and the community spirit are based upon [ It is quite possible that Naimy was inspired by Belinskiī's example when the former analyzed the literary works of the Arab men of letters. He paid special attention to their response to the modern social realities in addition to the forms of their writing. For example, in his analysis of Shawqī's "alDurah al-shawqiyah" ("Shawqi's Mother of Pearl" [74, p. 448-455]), Naimy, skillfully employs wit, eloquence and passion, comparing mother-of-pearl, the topic of Shawqī's poem, to its content. Naimy wrote that the poem reminded him of an inlaid shell rather than mother-of-pearl because of its artificial decorations, old-fashioned pathos, and the absence of "the pulse of modern life" [74, p. 196] .
Populism In addition to the previous ideas, Belinskiī was the one of the developers of populism (narodnost') in the arts. Narodnost' is an aesthetic principal suggesting the connection between art and people, specifically how art is a condition of life, its struggle, its ideas, as well as people's feelings and aspirations, and the expression of their ideals, interests and psychology (Polevoī). As Belinskiī wrote in "O russkoī povesti i povestiፅ akh Gogoliፅ a" ("On the Russian Novel and the Gogol's Novels"), if life is depicted correctly, then this depiction matches this principle. Decades before the revolution, narodnost' was exemplified in literary portraits of the persistent inequities of Russian rural life.
Belinskiī's works advocated for the working and exploited people and depicted their sufferings in their struggle against the landlords and government oppression. He argued forcefully against the prevailing idea that the common people's rudeness was the result of their lack of development. He asserted that there is more poetry in a genius muzhik [peasant] than in a moronic nobleman, and in fact, if this peasant had been educated, then he would have become more of a genius ("Obshchaiፅ a ideiፅ a narodnoī poèzii", "The Main Idea of People's Poetry", 1841). In this article he reflected the ideas of writers from Turgenev to Tolstoī who tended to idealize the spiritual world of the peasant perhaps out of gentry guilt at the inequities and abuses that serfdom had brought with it. Though, from another side, the power of the revolutionary-democratic literature was exactly in its organic unity with the description of people's life and their perspective of it.
As for Naimy, it is possible to notice his adherence to the principles of narodnost', the reflection of true reality and expression of historicism in his introductory article to his play Fathers and Sons [74, p. 359-364] , the title for which he took from Turgenev's novel, as it was mentioned earlier.
The Lebanese man of letters speaks about the language of the common people in theater performances. He points out that: Under the rough shell of the language the nation's philosophy is hidden, A world of true beauty in arts against which Belinskiī and Naimy, following his example, were fighting made them critical of philosophical minds that constantly sought the human's place in the world and a human's soul. Vasiliī Zen'kovskiī thought [84, p. 254 ] that the main reason why literature attracted Belinskiī from his childhood was not so much its artistry, but its humanism and its attention to a person's inner life and destiny. The same thing came to be said about Naimy, who, as was mentioned above, had a predisposition to philosophy from his early years.
The Western Phylosophy Principles In his "Literaturnye mechtaniiፅ a" ("Literary Dreams", 1834), Belinskiī rethought Schelling's natural philosophy principles. The Russian critic emphasized the inner world of a person paying special attention to "the eternal idea of [a person's] moral life" [84, p. 255] , and the struggle between good and evil that filled the life of an individual and all of humanity. The essay is full of aesthetic humanism, pathos and an inspired call for the good and for creative work: "The whole infinite, perfect God's world is nothing other than a single breath of an eternal idea (God's single [and] eternal thought), which is manifested in countless forms, as a grand spectacle of the absolute unity in infinite variety. Only a burning sense of a mortal person can comprehend, in his enlightened moments, how great is this body of this soul of the universe…" (44.45).
For a while Belinskiī was fascinated by Hegel's philosophy, but later, when he felt that it did not contain an accurate enough assessment of the individual, he started to follow the aesthetic ideology of humanism that he incorporated into his study [82, p. 14; 84, p. 254, 255] . It considered a human to be the highest creation of Nature, a notion that prevailed in Russian secularism starting from Belinskiī's times. Increasingly, he turned to the question of the metaphysical justification of individualism, which was the driving force of the Russian thought of the nineteenth century. There is no more noble and high subject for arts in the world than a human…Where life is, there is poetry, but life is just where the idea is -and catch life's pulse, then capture the invisible, and the fragrant air ideas. There are no more noble and lofty subjects in art than a human, and in order to be eligible for art images, a person needs to be a human ("The Main Idea of People's Poetry").
We think that Naimy occupied the same position under the direct influence of Belinskiī, as we doubt that by the time he wrote The Sieve, Naimy had read the Western philosophical sources in detail as he claimed there. He considered a person's inner world to form the basis of his art and the main source of inspiration. A human's feelings, thoughts, his life, his struggles, the social structure, and the reclamation of Nature's forces -all of these components laid the base for literary works [50, p. 185, 186] .
Naimy pointed out in his "Miḥ ͅ wār al-'adab" ("The Literature of the Axe" [74, p. 354-358] ), that a human was: the most skillful creature and the most mystical one. He does not know where he is coming from and he does not know where he is going. This world had existed for a long time, and [a human] is blinded by what he sees and the beauty of what he hears… so only a person can be a literature king, who will search in the deep corners of his soul. And only a writer, who will discover the world through searching within, is honored. …Literature, if it is literature, is nothing but a messenger between a writer's and someone else's souls. And a writer who deserves being called a writer is the one who sends out this message from his heart… [74, p. 354] .
Meeting People's Needs For both Belinskiī and Naimy, literature was primarily a mirror in which society could, for the first time, see its own reflection. Any aesthetic manipulations made in the service of inherited traditions or in the name of novelty or creativity distorted that reflexivity and destroyed its utility.
In addition to serving as a reflective surface necessary for society to critically analyze itself, both Naimy and the Russian critics thought that literary writings played an important -almost therapeutic -role in an individual human's life. Belinskiī called literature "the real life truth" in "Gore ot uma" ("Woe from Wit" [7, p. 266] ). In his "Socፅ hineniiፅ a Derzhavina" ("Derz͡ havin's Works"), he states that this gave "a disembodied idea a sensual life and a wonderful image" [15, p. 16] and expressed a subjective human side that made visible the sensibilities, feelings, and musicality that lay inside a person" [7, p. 266] .
In what was clearly a reflection of Belinskiī's philosophy, Naimy in his article "al-Maqāīīs al-'adabiyyah" ("Literature Scales", [74, p. 287-294] ) defined several goals Arabic literature was facing at that time. First and foremost he saw literature as reflecting a human need in life [74, p. 378] , and that it could serve as a light to guide people in all life situations. The second aim of modern literature was to disclose human inspirations and influences, such as "anticipation, despair, victory, failure, belief and doubt, love and hate, fear and satisfaction" [74, p. 391] .
Literary Criteria Belinskiī and Naimy both used their literary works as a platform for working out a number of other literary criteria, namely the role of music in fulfilling the human need for beauty. Already in "The Literary Dreams," one of Belinskiī's earliest works that was first published in 1834 when he was only 23 years old, the Russian critic pointed out that literature's mission was "to represent, reproduce [Nature's idea] in a word, in a sound, in the features and colors as a united and eternal art theme" [9, p. 47] . In his theater criticism Belinskiī' called theater "a true temple of art" in his "The Literary Dreams" [9, p. 93] . However, for him it was literature and poetry that he saw as universals. They …ex-pressed in a free human word [with] …sound and picture [in it]. Therefore poetry contains all the elements of the other arts, as if it …is enjoying all the facilities that are given separately to each of the other arts, [a lyrical poetry can be compared to music, as it is] a subjective poetry, an internal [one], the expression of the poet… [moreover] there are even lyrical works, which almost destroyed the boundaries between the poetry of the music... [A thought in a lyrical poetry is] "hidden behind the sensation and leads you to a contemplation, which is hard to translate into clear and specific language of consciousness… [9, p. 47] .
As for Naimy, he included following in his list of modern literature's tasks: …We need beauty in everything. The spirit thirsts for… [needs] only beauty… Our tastes argue about what we can call beautiful and what can be called ugly. We cannot deny that there is absolute beauty in this life, and in that our tastes do not differ... Our need in music. A soul has a surprising tendency towards sounds and melodies… It starts with the reverberation of thunder with water gurgling, with leaves rustling, but the dissonant sounds [make him uncomfortable] [74, p. 390, 391] .
In addition to the need for beauty, both writers concurred on the importance of literary language. Naimy considered language development inseparable from the historical development of the society that spoke it. Moreover, change in language is inevitable. He sharply criticized the old Arabic language amateurs, calling them croaking literary frogs in his article "Naqīq al-ḑafādi‫ۥ‬ " ("Frogs' Croaking") [74, p. 406-418] . Without denying its beauty, Naimy mocked the numerous flashy modern men of letters who were trying to fit the old Arabic vocabulary and literary forms into their literary works, ignoring their real feelings and the depth of their thoughts [50, p. 190 ]. Naimy called on modern writers and poets to work on their literary language to achieve brevity and sharpness [74, p. 412] .
After long discussions on what modern literature was, Belinskiī developed in his "A Speech on Criticism" an idea of a literary scale, so different critical points must emerge from one united system [12, p. 638] . His main criterion was a work of art's response to the needs of the times. He noted in "Stikhi Lermontova" ("Verses by Lermontov") that "In our time [the same] poetry like it was with the ancient poets is hardly possible" [16, p. 431] . The modern writer needed to get rid of art for art's sake and reflect social consciousness, so that different critical points can emerge from one united system [12, p. 638 ].
Naimy expressed the same concern about improving the literary scale. He wrote: We do not need a stable literary scale. We have it.
[We] need to improve the usage of this scale, especially now, as we are now [passing] through the transformation stage. We are in need of writers and poets measuring out what they are composing and writing using this scale. For they [could] move ahead and our literature could move with them in the right way. And in need of critics who distinguish between wretched poetry and the mature ones. So they will not call shells pearls and [name] the lighting bugs stars (394).
Historicism Already in his first article "Literary Dreams," that is considered to be the first work of classical Russian literary criticism [62, p. 142], Belinskiī passionately advanced the notion that the leading role of the critical writer is the fruit of the nation's feelings and aspirations. He also pointed out that a critics' study of literary works was closely tied to their historical epoch. This was as crucial to him as the aesthetic side of a literary work. Historicism for Belinskiī must prevail over the other aspects of stylistic analysis. He considered that the new criticism's challenge consisted in reconciling "the freedom of creativity with the spirit of service to the historic time, with the service of truth" ("A Speech on Criticism").
Mashinskiī considered the principle of historicism to be Belinskiī's most important theoretical achievement, one that ultimately informed his esthetic views. As Mashinskiī wrote, Belinskiī's turn to this topic was natural for that time, as in the second half of the 1830s, Russian intellectuals aimed to reveal the internal connection between the past and the present, fascinated as they were by the philosophy of history and the apparent regularities and patterns of historical development. Belinskiī noted in his critical article devoted to Friedrich Lorenz's The Guide to World History: "Our age is for the most part an historic [one] . The historical contemplation [that was] powerful and compelling penetrated into all spheres of modern consciousness" [66] .
Historicism became a principle of the academic study of both the world and art. Belinskiī wrote the following in his article "Ideiፅ a iskusstva" ("The Idea of Art"): …from the first awakening of [the first] forces and life elements, from the first movement of a substance through the whole [ladder]… which developed through the creation of Nature to its top -a human, from the first connection of humans [in the society] to the last historical… [developments] of our times… [This chain of development does not interrupt anywhere, [it is] a unified ladder from the Earth to the Heavens, where you cannot go up to a higher step without leaning to [the step that is] below it! In Nature and in history it is not blind chance that is dominating, but a strict, immutable inner necessity, because of which all the phenomena are related to each other by ties of kinship…
In his other article, "A Speech on Criticism," Belinskiī noted that each piece of art must be studied in its relationship to historical modernity, in an artist's attitude to the society [together] with the study of an artist's life…etc, that may help understanding its history… Naimy's approach as pointed out by Imanquliyeva [50, p. 199-202 ] incorporated a similar view of history. In his analysis of the two collections of Jibran's works in his critical article "al-Sābiq" ("The Previous") [74, p. 467-472] . Naimy studied his friend's works in their historical development. Jibran used the form of parables and fables, trying to convey to people's minds his study about the constant world development [50, p. 200 ]. Naimy followed in Jibran's footsteps. He stated: All of us are precursors for ourselves. And our today's life will become our base when tomorrow will come. And our today's life comes from our yesterday's one… the life that comes after it will play its…role in the other life. This process will never stop. We sow [a grain] of the previous crops…then we collect the crops for sowing it for the life that will come after [74, p. 471-472] .
Naimy meant by this statement that all what we do today is the result of our yesterday's deeds and that our tomorrow comes out from today.
In the conclusion to "The Previous," although Naimy's interest in the passage of time lacks the specificity of Belinskiī's, so much so that its engagement with parables and fables might be called ahistorical, nevertheless Naimy shared a broad interest in the nature of change and continuity that forms a backdrop for his social critique.
Art for Art's Sake Another common direction in Belinskiī's and Naimy's literary criticism was an aggressive campaign against "arts for art's sake." The "Natural school's social topics represented by Belinskiī were aimed at a broad circle of readers, revealing the life truth, following the philosophy of Social Criticism and Realism fighting against artificial beauty and Romantic rhetoric [39, p. 621]. As Georgiī Plekhanov (1856-1918), the active leader of the international Marxist movement and philosopher noted, "the tendency of artists and people who are interested [just] in art [itself] occurs on the basis of their hopeless dissonance with the social strata that surrounds them" [81, p. 194 ]. Belinskiī aggressively fought against "arts for art's sake," writing in "A View of Russian Literature" that if we totally recognize that art must be first of all an art, we nevertheless think that the idea in the arts of something pure, vying in its own sphere ... is an abstract [and] dreamy idea. Such an art has never existed anywhere. It does not matter …into what fractions you will divide life, it is still [a one whole thing]" [21, p. 667] .
As for Naimy's resistance to "art for art's sake" in literature, he wanted to view the poet as a prophet, but not as an acrobat, just as he wanted to find inspiration in poetry, but not a gamesman-ship, as was noted by al-‫ۥ‬ Aqqād in his introduction to Naimy's "The Sieve" [74, p. 342] . The other example of Naimy's fight against "art for art's sake" can be found in his "The Fireflies", where he sharply criticized traditional Arabic poetry for its formal approach expressed in their artificial decorations, exaggerated emotions and bloated pathos instead of life and human thoughts and feelings [73, p. 84] . Naimy sought in his article "al-Shā‫ۥ‬ ir -al-shu‫ۥ‬ arā " ("A Poet and Poets") [74, p. 395-405 ] to clarify whether poetry was only people's fantasies or whether it was a drawing out of what existed in the real life. He came to a conclusion that ...All [what the poet brings up] is neither lethargy nor a fantasy. It is a perceptible reality… Poet's fantasies are a reality. A poet who deserves this title does not write and describe what his soul's eyes do not see, and what is not ripen by his heart so it becomes a reality, even if his eyes do not see it… he will deprive the real things of their existing qualities and endow them with the non-real characteristics… This is the difference between "a poet" and "feelings". A poet does not write about anything that his real senses did not experience or about something that did not touch his soul. His tongue speaks of his heart preference. As for a versifier, he tries to convince us that he had a dream that, we realize, did not really happen to him in his head, neither in his dream, nor in his waking life. He describes us the feelings that neither a human, nor a jinni, nor angels ever felt since the beginning of this world and till now [74, p. 400] .
The real/unreal criteria were one of the main ways Naimy sought to evaluate literary works in his fight for Realism in the arts. He consistently pointed to the truth to life as the main idea in literature. In speaking about the process of the creation of a literary work, Naimy pointed out that those writers did not create anything like a hill, or a wood, or a sea. But they saw these things and felt them. Subject and Object in Art Under the influence of German philosophy Belinskiī changed the common abstract metaphysical ideas that a human was a subject, and his sphere of activities was submitted to his mind [82, p. 11, 14] . He wrote in connection with this in "Proizvedenii ͡ a Pushkina, stat'ia 5": …poetry is the fruit of the mighty thoughts that took over the poet. If we assume that this thought is only the result of the activities of his mind, we would kill not only art, but also the very possibility of art. In fact it would [be easy] to become a poet, and who would not have been able to [to become a poet] of necessity, for the benefit of or on a whim, if this had only come up with some idea and to force it into an invented form? No, not that it is performed by poets by [their] nature and vocation! …Art does not allow… abstract philosophical, [and even] much less rational ideas: it allows only poetic ideas, and a poetic idea… is not a syllogism, not a dogma, not a rule, [but] a living passion, a [life reality] pathos" [14, p. 323] .
Thus, Belinskiī pointed to the fact that the relationship between the subject (an artist) and an object (that which is depicted by an artist) is closely interrelated. It is not only the subject that affects the object, but it is also an object that impacts the subject.
Similarly, Naimy in The Sieve positions a person's inner world and human dignity above all other world values, together with common sense, justice and obedience to the law of human emotions (hope, despair, triumph, fear, crash, belief, doubt, love, hate, joy, pain, sadness, happiness, fear and courage) (287). The artistic value of a work, according to him, depend[ed] on how well it "satisfies [a human need] to correctly navigate through life" [50, p. 186 ]. Naimy called it "the light of truth" of literature that it carried within itself [50, p. 187] .
Form and Content While deeply committed to literature's social and historical function, the two critics spared no effort in defending the literariness of a work of art. Specifically both acknowledged that the unity of form and content were necessary.
Belinskiī in "Stikhi Derzhavina" ("Verses by Derzhavin") was convinced that the organic unity of form and content was the main condition for its harmony [15, p. 17] . It could exist only when the form was an expression of the content. He wrote elsewhere in "The Main Idea of People's Poetry": …neither a form without content, nor content without a form can exist, and if so, in the first case… [they will look like] an empty vessel [that looks] strange and ridiculous, and in the second case… [they will look] as a mirage, which is visible to all, but at the same time they are considered to be non-existent objects. It is obvious only that a literature is really popular [narodnaiፅ a], which, at the same time, is a common human's literature, and only this kind of literature [is] truly human, which at the same time is also popular [narodna] . [Neither any of these two components can exist without a second one]… If in an artwork a form prevails over the idea -it means that the idea is not quite definite and clear for… [its author], and so the form can be… beautiful, and the art product can even be ugly… Naimy came of age at the time when the first Arabic literary critics began to consider a literary work to be in organic unity with life, and judged the importance and depth of a literary work according to the unity it manifested between form and the literary language.
In "The Fireflies", where he compared Western and Arabic literatures, Naimy criticized traditional Arabic poetry for its passion for forms and stagnant themes, such as missing an abandoned place, or glorifying the poet's tribe, or description of a battle. This approach on the part of Arab authors made their writings mere exercises in rhymes than literary works. Naimy lamented this tendency in The Sieve, writing: while the West [has] plunged deep into the human heart and lifted it up with the higher strata of truth and dazzling light, Arab writers still live and die to sing the praise of glittering swords, of desert camels and deer and of "traces of departed lovers". Indeed their minds compose rhymes of a Patriarch, or a Pasha, or congratulate a friend on a medal, elegize a dead notable or eulogize a new-appointed one [70, p. 132 ].
Critic's Aim The title of Naimy's collection of critical works, The Sieve, has symbolic meaning. There had to be a shift in modern literature. It had to throw away the numerous pieces of writings of low taste, esthetic, social and historic value and leave the best that could be termed real literature. It was the critics' job to do this. Both Naimy and Belinskiī saw it as one of the main challenges of their respective literatures to create a literary "sieve" for modern literature. Belinskiī in "On the Russian Novel and Gogol's Novels" said that critics needed to decide whether a piece of literary writing was a real work of art, whether it was elegant, and whether an author was a real poet [10, p. 144] . For his part Naimy opens his collection of critical works with the article "al-Gharbalah" ("Sifting") (348-353) in which he pointed to the critic's mission of sifting, i.e. "…sorting out what people produce: their thoughts, feelings and preferences -all that comprises what we use to term a work as belong to 'a literature'" (347).
Critic Qualities What then are the qualities that a critic must have in order to do literary analysis? In his article "A Speech on Criticism", Belinskiī pointed out that a critic must first and foremost possess a feel for aesthetic qualities. Without aesthetic analysis of a literary work, its value would be meaningless and absurd even if it did address society's most burning issues. A critic said Belinskiī must also have "more love of the arts and more respect for himself".
In his other article, "Stikhotvoreniiፅ a Vladimira Benediktova SPb 1842" ("Benediktov's Poems, St.
Petersburg 1842"), Belinskiī defined aesthetics as expressing a delicate, poetic feeling as well as the ability to accept elegance, and to distinguish real from false inspiration at first glance, separating out fancy rhetorical expressions from a real writer's feelings, and stagnant and artificial writing from the aesthetic side of life. Thus, a critic's assessment of a work of art must be based on authoritative aesthetic ideas, as well as his own inner poetic flair and ability to perceive what is elegant. Only when a critic has these qualities do other qualities such as extensive learning and a high level of education become meaningful and important. Aesthetic taste for Belinskiī is impossible to acquire; it is something one comes by naturally 13 . Naimy thought that a critic through his analysis of a poet's works could change a poet's talent for the better. A poet must be brought up by the critics to the idea that not only do prosody and language determine poetic language, but the poet's thoughts and feelings do as well [73, p. 92] .
The critic's mission for both of these men was ultimately that of an enlightener, one who would develop the reader's taste by separating the ore from the rock as Naimy noted (349).
Belinskiī for his part angrily rejected literary idolatry in his "Literary Dreams," claiming that in Russia where reverence for authorities was still common, there was a tendency among critics to glorify celebrity out of fear of saying anything negative about the person in question: "Where is criticism, whose goal is a formulation of taste, where is the truth that must be higher than all the authorities?" (1 57).
Belinskiī in his "A Speech on Criticism" fought against critics' manipulation in turning making mediocre men of letters into geniuses:
It is easy and funny for [this kind of a critic], he voluntarily bestows and demotes them, and they are trembling, write according to his orders… and there is no end to novels, stories and dramas… The crowd loves these geniuses with whom it can be too familiar; they are great, famous and glorious, and at the same time they cannot offend [it] by their excellence… Ironically, this idea was to become more widespread than he recognized at the time. A century later in the Soviet era many mediocre writers and critics used his ideas as their model in seeking acceptance from the official literary establishment. Belinskiī was referred to as a great patriot, a fighter against predomination of esthetism predomination in Russian art over its ideological content, and as a leading figure in the founding of Russian realism by the official Soviet government.
Naimy also sadly noted that since most Arabic works of art were published in newspapers and magazines, these editions determine their literary scale by trying to pique the interest of their subscribers and financial supporters. That is why they proclaim any single poet who published his verses in the media, as a "genius," or "a distinguished writer", or "a liberator", and every single work was promulgated as "a rare pearl" [74, p. 393] . He was also concerned that the extraneous sentimentalism in literary works was useless and spoiled the reading audience's tastes (Imanquliyeva 197). Though, as Naimy remarked in The Sieve, …if we would measure [this writer or poet] according to the scale of well-established literary principles, then we would discover that this person does not do anything except make sounds [al-rannah] . And if there was any beauty [in his literary work], [then] there is no emotion. And if there is an emotion, there is no beauty and the truth. And if there was a truth there, it was trivial or distorted... looking at things from the point of their beauty and truthfulness requires hours of preparation on which a critic expends much spiritual effort and analysis. If a writer manages to correlate these two things, then the critic supports him loyally and enthusiastically [74, p. 356, 393] .
Role of Writer Both Belinskiī and Naimy considered a writer to be a prophet, reflecting both the people's needs and the current epoch. Belinskiī wrote in "Verses by Lermontov" that art does not emerge from a crowd, but from several people, the selected ones it comes out to a crowd… Poet -is the noblest vessel of a spirit, the Heavens 'chosen favorite, the secrets of the Nature keeper, an Aeolian harp of feelings and sensations, the body of worldly life... everything that lives in this world and the world he lives… [echo] in his breast… A poet's [nature] is sensitive, irritable, always active… suffering more painfully than others, taking greater pleasure, loving more passionately hating more violently, and feeling things more deeply... When he is writing -he is a king, the lord of the universe, the trustee …of the Nature, who looks into the mysteries of heaven and earth, nature and the human spirit... [16, p. 403-407] .
As for Naimy in "al-Zihāfāt wa-al-'ilal" ("Substitutions and Inversions"), he expressed a very similar view. He considered that the process of literary creation first originates in the human soul and after "an incubational period [that] precedes the actual poetic creation" [73, p. 87] .
As for the poet, Naimy in The Sieve considered him to be also a prophet, a philosopher, a musician, a photographer and a priest at the same time [70, p. 128] . The real man of letters, according to Naimy, is the one who "sees through his heart's eyes what everyone cannot see, who derives for us from every scene life offers a rewarding lesson, and who, more than others, nature has endowed with a gift of detecting truth" [70, p. 128 ].
According to Nijland, "Naimy stressed the function of poetry as a receptacle and vehicle of meaning" and as a mediator between a poet's and someone else's souls (90). It is possible to notice the resemblance between Naimy and Belinskiī in their eloquent descriptions and ideas of the poet's personality. The Lebanese critic in "Frog's Croaking" beautifully and vividly describes an image of a lyrist as a person who... [is] stretching out his hidden fingers of his inspiration to the covering of your hearts and thoughts to lift up an edge of them, and to turn your glances to what lies folded up underneath so that you will see feelings and stumble over thoughts. At first you will reckon them to be thoughts and feelings of the poet. They are in reality your feelings and thoughts which the poet did not invent, create or wake up. He only lifted up a tip of the veil and directed all your glances towards them [73, p. 91 
]…
He also develops the point in The Sieve: A poet is a prophet, philosopher, a painter, a musician and a vicar. He is a prophet, because he sees with his spiritual eye what all the people do not see; a painter-as he is able to catch and embody in the beautiful forms what he sees and hears; he is a musician because he hears the balanced sounds while we do not hear anything except for roar and squawk… And finally-a poet is a vicar because he serves the Lords of the truth and the beauty... A poet, and what we mean [by this term] is not "a [poetry] arranger" does not take a pen in his hand until he is pushed by an inner motive power, and there is no any other force above it [for a poet]. He is a slave to this process.. From another side he is an absolute ruler at the time when he is sitting carving out his feelings. His thoughts are the sounds and rhymes' monuments, as he chooses from them what he wants [74, p. 400-403] ... The Sieve can be called an apogee of Naimy's critical writings if we do not take into account his other important writing about Jibrān (1934) . Though this work was closer to being a biography of his peer, it was still possible to find in it a reflection of Belinskiī's passionate, non-compromising tone. In the middle of the 1930s, Naimy finally turned to other literary directions and only occasionally returned to literary theory in his several essays.
Conclusion
Naimy introduced into Arabic criticism the ideas of Russian Critical realism discussed above. He enriched modern Arabic literary criticism that was just emerging with Russian philosophical and critical thought that brought with it "that boundless love of the truth, which knows no barriers and pretentions" [63, p. 508 ]. Naimy tried to introduce a new criticism whose quality would be based on the high artistic principles of the most progressive literary currents of the early twentieth century. His creative writings under Belinskiī's influence can be characterized by many of the same traits that we can apply to Russia's "creative genius": they "united the social pathos and philosophical thought, aesthetic feeling and literary talent, the gift of scientific generalization and poetic fantasy" [63, p. 508] . In Belinskiī's footsteps, Naimy was fighting for the ideological content of literary works and for making literature both democratic and accessible to a broad range of readers.
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